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BOARD NUMBER 4 (7104 SU)  
CONTINENTAL ARMY COMMAND  
Fort Bliss, Texas  

SUBJECT: LETTER REPORT OF TEST OF ACTIVE JAMMING AGAINST THE TYPE II CORPORAL SYSTEM (FLIGHTS II U-13, II U-14)(C)

2 May 1956

COMMANDING GENERAL  
CONTINENTAL ARMY COMMAND  
Fort Monroe, Virginia  
ATTN: ATDEV-4

1. Authority.

A. Test Directive GM 551 (Reference 2A below) constitutes the authority under which this test was conducted.

B. The over-all purpose of the User Test of the CORPORAL missile system is to determine the suitability of the system for use by the Army. The specific purpose of this test was to determine whether or not the CORPORAL missile system could be effectively jammed during flight.

2. References.

A. Letter, ATDEV-9 471.94/150 (C)(20 Sep 51), OCAFF, 20 Sep 1951, subject: "Army Field Forces User Test of the CORPORAL Surface-to-Surface Missile System."

B. CONARC Engineer-User CORPORAL Missile ECM Tests, Test Plan No EDL-T1, 15 June 1955.

C. Letter, ATBD-B 471.94/5, this Board, 21 December 1955, subject: "Preliminary Evaluation of Active Jamming Against the CORPORAL System (Flights II U-13, II U-14)(S)."
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ATBD-B GM 551
SUBJECT: LETTER REPORT OF TEST OF ACTIVE JAMMING AGAINST THE TYPE 11 CORPORAL SYSTEM (FLIGHTS 11 U-13, 11 U-14)(C)

3. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL.


B. ELECTRONIC DEFENSE LABORATORY (EDL) ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES SYSTEM. THIS EQUIPMENT WAS DESIGNED AND FABRICATED BY EDL, AND WAS FIELD TESTED DURING THESE TESTS TO DETERMINE IF THE ECM BASIC PHILOSOPHY WAS SOUND. A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THIS EQUIPMENT IS ATTACHED AS PART OF INCLOSURE NR 1.

4. BACKGROUND. A DECISION WAS MADE THAT AN ABBREVIATED ECM TEST WOULD BE PERFORMED DURING THE FIRING PHASE OF THE CORPORAL USER TESTS. THE ELECTRONIC DEFENSE LABORATORY (EDL), MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA WAS SELECTED BY THE OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TO SUPPORT BOARD NR 4, CONARC IN THESE ECM TESTS. TO OBTAIN MORE VALID TEST RESULTS, IT WAS DECIDED TO ACTIVELY JAM THE MISSILE SYSTEM DURING A NORMAL FLIGHT RATHER THAN ATTEMPT TO JAM MISSILE COMPONENTS INSTALLED IN AN AIRCRAFT. EDL WAS TO PREPARE A LABORATORY MODEL OF INTERCEPT AND JAMMING EQUIPMENT BASED ON THE PHILOSOPHY DESCRIBED IN PARAGRAPH 3, INCLOSURE NR 1. TWO USER TYPE 11 CORPORAL MISSILES WERE TO BE JAMMED DURING FLIGHT TESTS.

5. SUMMARY OF TESTS.

A. CERTAIN ECM TERMS USED SUBSEQUENTLY IN THIS REPORT ARE DEFINED BELOW.

(1) SUCCESSFUL:

(a) SIGNIFICANT INCREASE IN ERROR OF MISSILE CAUSED BY CONFUSION OF GROUND STATION AND SPOOFING OF MISSILE.

(b) DENIAL OF ARMING COMMAND.

(2) ACTIVE ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES—(ELECTRONIC JAMMING)—THE DELIBERATE RADIATION, RERADIATION, OR REFLECTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SIGNALS WITH THE OBJECT OF IMPAIRING THE USE OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES BY THE ENEMY.

(3) PASSIVE ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES—SEARCH FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATIONS TO DETERMINE EXISTENCE, SOURCE AND PERTINENT CHARACTERISTICS, INCLUDING THE COLLECTION AND TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OF RESULTANT ELECTRONIC INTERCEPT INFORMATION.
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SUBJECT: LETTER REPORT OF TEST OF ACTIVE JAMMING AGAINST THE TYPE II CORPORAŁ SYSTEM (FLIGHTS II U-13, II U-14) (C)

B. THE INTERCEPT AND JAMMING OF CORPORAŁ USER FLIGHT II U-13 (MISSILE NR 1627) WAS PERFORMED UNDER CONTROLLED CONDITIONS. THE CORPORAŁ GROUND STATION WAS EMPLACED IN THE ORO GRANDE CORPORAŁ FIRING AREA, WHITE SANDS PROVING GROUND, NEW MEXICO. STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES WERE FOLLOWED DURING CHECKOUT AND FIRING. THE MISSILE WAS FIRED AT 1130 HOURS, 8 DECEMBER 1955. THE INTERCEPT AND JAMMING EQUIPMENT, OPERATED BY EDL, WAS EMPLACED IN THE VICINITY OF HOLLOMAN AIR DEVELOPMENT CENTER (HADC) APPROXIMATELY 45 KILOMETERS (28 MILES) NNE OF THE LAUNCHING AREA. EDL INTERCEPTED THE MISSILE RADIATION AND THEN JAMMED THE RADAR GUIDANCE LINK. THE ACTION TAKEN WAS TO OVERRIDE THE LEGITIMATE COMMANDS IN AZIMUTH, GIVING THE MISSILE PREDOMINANTLY HARD LEFT COMMANDS, AND TO CAUSE ERRORS IN THE MISSILE POSITION MEASUREMENTS MADE BY THE CORPORAŁ GROUND GUIDANCE STATION. NO ACTION WAS TAKEN AGAINST THE MISSILE DOPPLER LINK. EDL WAS SUCCESSFUL IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO INTERCEPT AND JAM THE CORPORAŁ SYSTEM IN THIS FLIGHT.

C. THE INTERCEPT AND JAMMING OF CORPORAŁ USER FLIGHT II U-14 (MISSILE NUMBER 1668) WAS ESSENTIALLY THE SAME AS FOR FLIGHT II U-13. THE MAJOR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO FLIGHTS WAS THE INFORMATION EDL WAS ALLOWED TO KNOW PRIOR TO LAUNCHING OPERATIONS. INFORMATION FURNISHED EDL IS LISTED IN INCLOSURE NR 3. AN INFLIGHT MALFUNCTION OCCURRING IN THE CORPORAŁ MISSILE PREVENTED BOTH JAMMING AND COMMAND SIGNALS FROM AFFECTING THE MISSILE FLIGHT. DUE TO A MALFUNCTION OF THE JAMMER AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CHANGING SERVO, EDL HAS CONSIDERABLE DIFFICULTY MAINTAINING "FREQUENCY LOCK." AGAIN, NO ACTION WAS TAKEN BY EDL TO INTERRUPT THE MISSILE-DOPPLER LINK. EDL WAS SUCCESSFUL IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO INTERCEPT AND JAM FLIGHT II U-14, BUT TO A LESSER DEGREE THAN WITH II U-13.

6. CONCLUSIONS.

A. THE CORPORAŁ TYPE II MISSILE SYSTEM IS VULNERABLE TO BOTH ACTIVE AND PASSIVE ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES.

B. THE BASIC PHILOSOPHY OF EDL'S ECM SYSTEM IS SOUND.

C. THE APPLICATION OF CERTAIN PROCEDURAL CHANGES WILL ELIMINATE SOME OF THE EFFECTS OF ECM.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT:

A. TECHNIQUES BE DEVELOPED SUCH THAT THE FOLLOWING MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED:
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(1) ELIMINATION OF PRE-LAUNCH RADIATION.
(2) TURN-ON OF RADAR HIGH VOLTAGE NOT EARLIER THAN T + 10 SECONDS.
(3) CALIBRATION OF RADAR-LAUNCHER RANGE BE PERFORMED WITHOUT RADIATION.

B. CONTINUED EMPHASIS BE PLACED ON ECM, AND THAT TRAINING BE CONDUCTED IN SUCH A MANNER THAT THE EXISTING SECURITY DEVICES (CURRENTLY AVAILABLE IN THE MISSILE SYSTEM) LISTED BELOW ARE UTILIZED TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT:

(1) AZIMUTH COMMAND TERMINATION COUNTERS SET TO THE MINIMUM VALUE.
(2) ALL RADIATION BE TERMINATED 10 SECONDS AFTER THE MISSILE RADIO BEACON IS DE-ENERGIZED AFTER RANGE CORRECTION TIME.
(3) EXTREME CARE BE TAKEN IN ADJUSTING FREQUENCIES WITHIN THE SYSTEM IN ORDER THAT PEAK SIGNAL STRENGTH MAY BE RECEIVED.
(4) VARY THE RADAR PRF (WITHIN THE CAPABILITY OF THE SYSTEM) BETWEEN MISSILE FIRINGS.
(5) EXTREME CARE BE TAKEN WHEN ADJUSTING COINCIDENCE USING THE STANDARD DECODERS.

C. CONSIDERATION BE GIVEN TO MODIFICATION OF THE EXISTING CORPORAL TYPE II SYSTEM SO THAT:

(1) "COMMANDS IN" ACTUATOR B-1 CAN BE RESET DURING ANY PORTION OF THE FLIGHT.
(2) THE MISSILE TRANSPONDER SET AGC CHARACTERISTICS ARE IMPROVED SUCH THAT THE MINIMUM LEGITIMATE SIGNAL MAY BE ACTED UPON AND WEAKER JAMMING SIGNALS ELIMINATED.
(3) THE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO WIDE PULSE JAMMING IS MINIMIZED.
(4) HIGHER RADAR PRFs MAY BE UTILIZED (APPROXIMATELY 2000 PULSE GROUPS PER SECOND).
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SUBJECT: LETTER REPORT OF TEST OF ACTIVE JAMMING AGAINST THE TYPE II CORPORAL SYSTEM (FLIGHTS II U-13, II U-14)(C)

D. THE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY CONDUCT A STUDY OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF FUTURE CORPORAL MISSILE SYSTEMS TO ECM.

E. FUTURE MEDIUM AND LONG RANGE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEMS BEING DEVELOPED USE A NON-RADIATING TYPE OF GUIDANCE SYSTEM.

F. THE PRESENT EDL DETECTION AND JAMMING SYSTEM BE MODIFIED, AS NECESSARY, AND A NEW PROTOTYPE SYSTEM BE CONSTRUCTED AND TESTED AGAINST COMMAND-TYPE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEMS.

INCLS
1. DESCRIPTION OF MATIERIEL
2. PHOTOS OF EDL EQUIPMENT
3. DETAILS OF TEST
4. CHARTS OF REDUCED RECORDED DATA
5. PHOTOS OF RADAR RANGE SCOPE

COPIES FURNISHED:
CG, USAREUR, APO 403, NY, NY
ATTN: G-3 (*)
CG, AAA&GM CEN (1)
CG, ARTY & GM CEN (1)
CG, RSA, ATTN: R&D DIV (1)
CG, WSPG, ATTN: OM (2)
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DIR, ELCT DEF LAB (5)
CONARC LNO, JPL/CIT (2)
CONARC LNO, RSA (1)
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DESCRIPTION OF MATIERIEL

1. CORPORAL GROUND GUIDANCE STATION. The guidance equipment comprises those components used in the CORPORAL system for electronic control of the missile from the time the ground commands begin to override the flight programmer until final range correction. The ground guidance equipment normally consists of the radar set AN/MPQ-25, the radio set (DOPPLER) AN/MRQ-7, and the computer group AN/MSA-6.


(1) The Radar Set is included in the CORPORAL missile guidance system to measure missile position continuously and to transmit the commands necessary to keep the missile on the proper heading to the target. Information as to missile range, elevation, and azimuth deviation from the correct trajectory is fed to the computer station where the command output is formulated.

(2) Conical scanning provides a method of causing the antenna to follow the target automatically. In conical scanning the RF beam rotates about the electrical axis of the reflector and an error voltage is generated to control the position of the antenna in elevation. The error signal will show the relationship of the missile to the antenna electrical axis. The angle of radar antenna position in elevation equals $\theta$, the angle of elevation of the missile above the horizontal plane as measured from the radar set. Rotation of the antenna in elevation moves the arms of the elevation potentiometer. The computer receives voltages representing $\pm \sin \theta$ and $\pm \cos \theta$ from the elevation potentiometer.

(3) Since the antenna cannot be moved in azimuth, the azimuth error signal is not used for antenna positioning but is sent directly to the computer station, where a proportionately corrective yaw command is determined to put the missile back on a correct heading to the target burst point.
(4) In automatic operation the azimuth and elevation error signals developed by the tracking system have a frequency of approximately 25½ cps, which is the frequency of rotation of the conical scan. The reference signals furnish to the tracking system a standard with which the error signals are compared. In automatic tracking the reference signals are supplied by a two-phase generator, which is mounted on the antenna shaft and is driven by the same motor which drives the conical scan.

(5) The error signal produced by a pure azimuth pointing error is either in phase or 180 degrees out of phase with the azimuth reference signal and the error signal produced by a pure elevation pointing error is either in phase or 180 degrees out of phase with the elevation reference signal. The azimuth reference signal is 90 degrees out of phase with the elevation reference signal. The field windings of the reference generator may be rotated to adjust the phase of the reference signal with respect to the antenna beam position; this, in effect, establishes the proper relationship between the reference signals and the horizontal and vertical plane. The elevation tracking error voltage (proportional to the amount of phase shift between the elevation reference signal and the elevation error signal) is proportional to the amount and direction of antenna elevation pointing error. The azimuth tracking error voltage (proportional to the amount of phase shift between the azimuth reference signal and the azimuth error signal) is proportional to the amount and direction of missile deviation in azimuth from the radar target line.

(6) The operation of the input circuits to the automatic tracking unit (elevation tracking) is controlled by a narrow gate from the range system. Gated operation of this input circuitry insures that only signals arriving within the period of the narrow gate (equal to approximately 2,000 yards of range or 1,000 yards of the target being tracked, and also equal to approximately 12.2 µ sec of time) will enter the automatic tracking unit. During the period of the narrow gate (approximately 12.2 µ sec) the conical scan will rotate approximately 2 mils.

(7) The ground radar station, as presently designed, operates on either of three pulse recurrence frequencies, 640, 731, or 853 cps. When the pulse recurrence frequency received by the missile drops to 465 cps, or lower, interrogation of the missile transponder still results; however, no pitch or yaw commands originating outside the missile will be acted upon by the missile.

(8) In addition to the above, the radar set provides data for continuous correction of a preset propellant shutoff time (a vital function affecting final range) by determining precise range and elevation of the missile during a specified portion of the period of powered flight.
THE MISSILE POSITION MEASUREMENTS ARE SUPPLIED TO THE COMPUTER STATION WHERE A CORRECTION TO PRESET SHUTOFF TIME IS DETERMINED IF NECESSARY. AFTER SHUTOFF, THE RADAR SET TAKES ANOTHER PRECISE RANGE AND ELEVATION MEASUREMENT WHICH IS USED BY THE COMPUTER STATION TO DETERMINE A FINAL RANGE CORRECTION COMMAND TO BE TRANSMITTED TO THE MISSILE BY THE RADAR.

D. COMPUTER GROUP AN/MSA-6. COMPUTER GROUP AN/MSA-6 CONTAINS FACILITIES FOR COMPUTING DEVIATIONS OF THE PATH OF THE MISSILE FROM PRECALCULATED TRAJECTORY DATA AND FOR GENERATING CORRECTIVE COMMANDS, AS REQUIRED, TO KEEP THE MISSILE ON COURSE SO AS TO ARRIVE AT THE TARGET BURST POINT. MISSILE AZIMUTH, ELEVATION, AND RANGE CORRECTION DATA ARE SUPPLIED BY THE RADAR SET, AND PRECISE RADIAL VELOCITY DATA IS FURNISHED BY THE DOPPLER STATION.

(1) A STANDARD TRAJECTORY IS COMPUTED FROM DATA SET INTO THE GUIDANCE SYSTEM PRIOR TO A MISSILE FIRING. COMMAND SIGNALS FOR CORRECTION OF MISSILE POSITION ARE COMPUTED BY COMPARING THE RADAR SET AND DOPPLER STATION DATA WITH COMPUTED STANDARD TRAJECTORY DATA. A MISSILE PROPELLANT SHUTOFF CORRECTION FACTOR IS COMPUTED IN THE COMPUTER STATION AND SUPPLIED TO THE DOPPLER STATION. ACCUMULATED IMPACT RANGE ERRORS OCCURRING AFTER PROPELLANT SHUTOFF ARE COMPUTED AND USED IN THE FORMATION OF A RANGE CORRECTION COMMAND. THE RANGE CORRECTION COMMAND, TRANSMITTED BY THE RADAR SET, PARTIALLY ARMS THE WARHEAD CARRIED BY THE MISSILE. IMPACT TIME OF THE MISSILE IS ALSO COMPUTED BY THE COMPUTER STATION AND IS USED TO TIME THE TRANSMISSION OF THE RANGE CORRECTION COMMAND.

(2) THE RANGE CORRECTION COMMAND \( x = A \Delta R + B \sin \beta + C \Delta \eta + D \) IS COMPUTED NEAR MID-TRAJECTORY FROM ERRORS IN RADAR SLANT RANGE \( \Delta R \), ELEVATION ANGLE \( \sin \beta \), RATE OF CHANGE OF ELEVATION ANGLE \( \Delta \eta \) AND VARIOUS PRESET CONSTANTS. THE COMMAND IS COMPUTED WHEN THE MISSILE REACHES A PRECISE VELOCITY WHICH IS PRESET AND DETERMINED BY THE DOPPLER STATION. SLANT RANGE PROVIDED BY THE RADAR STATION IS OF TWO TYPES. ONE TYPE CONSISTS OF A CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF THE DIFFERENCE \( \Delta R_0 \) BETWEEN MISSILE POSITION \( R \) AND A PRECALCULATED RANGE FOR MISSILE PROPELLANT SHUTOFF \( R_0 \). THE OTHER TYPE OF INFORMATION CONSISTS OF A CONTINUOUS MEASUREMENT OF THE DIFFERENCE \( \Delta R_f \) BETWEEN A GIVEN MISSILE POSITION \( R \), AFTER SHUTOFF, TO A PRECALCULATED RANGE AT WHICH FINAL RANGE CORRECTION VELOCITY WOULD NORMALLY BE REACHED \( R_f \). EACH OF THE TWO TYPES OF INFORMATION IS PRODUCED ONLY WHEN THE MISSILE IS WITHIN APPROXIMATELY 2,000 YARDS OF EACH PRECALCULATED RANGE. THE OUTPUT \( x \) IS IN THE FORM OF A DC VOLTAGE WHICH IS POSITIVE WHEN THE MISSILE IS APPROACHING THE PRECALCULATED RANGE, ZERO WHEN THE MISSILE IS AT THE PRECALCULATED RANGE AND NEGATIVE WHEN THE MISSILE IS BEYOND THE PRECALCULATED RANGE. THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE CHANGES CONTINUOUSLY SO THAT AT ANY POINT WITHIN THE RANGE SPAN IN WHICH MEASUREMENT IS MADE, THE VOLTAGE IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ACTUAL RANGE AND
given precalculated range. The present scale factor for \( R_o \) is 300 yards per volt and for \( R_f \), 230 yards per volt. Positive and negative voltage limiting networks in the radar station prevent \( R_o \) and \( R_f \) from reaching voltage values of greater than \( \pm 10 \) volts.

(3) \( \sin \beta \) is a function of \( + \sin \phi \) and \( \pm \cos \phi \) (\( \phi \) = radar elevation angle) received from the radar station. \( \sin \beta \) is computed within the range correction computer.

(4) The range correction command consists of a polarity pulse of one second duration, the polarity of which determines the direction of range correction (go long or go short) followed one second later by the command pulse whose width determines the amount of range correction. A second function of the polarity pulse is to partially arm the missile.

(5) The time elapsed between transmission of the range correction polarity pulse and arrival of the missile at the target burst point is critical and must equal a precalculated time. Therefore any variation in the time at which the missile reaches range correction velocity and the precalculated time must be computed and used to time the transmission of the range correction command. This is the sole function of the polarity pulse is to partially arm the missile.

C. Radio Set AN/MRQ-7. Together with the radar set and the computer group, Radio Set AN/MRQ-7 (Doppler) completes the guidance station for the Corporal missile.

(1) The Doppler station operates as an integral part of the Corporal guidance station. Accurate measurements of missile radial velocity, commands, and signals based on these measurements are accomplished by the Doppler station.

(2) The Doppler theory states that if there is a relative motion (velocity) between the source of the wave motion and the observed wave motion, a change in frequency or pitch occurs. This frequency change is the doppler effect, which is used to accurately measure the radial velocity of the Corporal missile. The doppler station \( RF \) signal is transmitted to the missile radio beacon where it is amplified, doubled in frequency and retransmitted. The doubled \( RF \) signal containing the doppler frequency change is received at the ground doppler station where it is beat against twice the ground doppler transmitted frequency. The frequency difference (beat frequency) is a result of missile radial velocity. When the radial velocity of the missile and the resultant doppler beat frequency reach a predetermined value, a coded signal modulates the transmitter to provide the shutoff command that initiates propellant shutoff in the
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MISSILE. At a later time, when the Doppler beat reaches another preset value the range correction signal is generated. This signal is received by the computer station which then determines the value of range correction command required.

(3) In addition to the above, the Doppler station transmits to the missile, a Doppler warhead arming command (controlled by the computer station).

2. CORPORAL MISSILE INTERNAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM. The missile internal guidance system consists of several components interconnected in such a manner that the system receives and acts upon various signals from several sources during flight. A few minutes prior to takeoff, a test is accomplished during which time the ground radar radiates and interrogates the transponder set (TS). Satisfactory completion of the "Radar Command Loop Test" indicates that the radar-missile command link is functioning properly. Approximately four seconds after the firing button on the firing panel is depressed, the rocket motor has developed sufficient thrust to cause the missile to rise vertically from the launcher. At this time (T equals 0 seconds) the master timer in the automatic pilot flight controller (controller) is started. Directional and attitude stability of the missile is maintained by gyroscopic signals from T equals 0 until shutoff. At T plus 4 seconds, the Yaw program signals which have been preset in the controller are combined with the gyro signals, and are sent to the proper channels of the electronic control amplifier (ECA). The ECA then sends the resulting signals to the North and South (yaw) servo motors which in turn actuate the north and south control surfaces (fins) and programming in yaw begins. At T plus 4.5 seconds, the pitch program signals are injected into the system through the ECA to actuate the east and west (pitch) fins and pitch programming begins. At T plus 21 seconds, the controller closes a switch which causes actuator B-1 (commands in) to operate. Operation of B-1 enables radar pitch and yaw commands from the TS to pass through the controller to the ECA. The function of the TS is to receive the coded pulse groups from the ground radar and, if the first three pulses are coded properly, to extract intelligence from the fourth and fifth pulses and to transmit a tracking pulse to the ground radar. The intelligence is placed on the fourth and fifth pulses in the ground radar by position modulating these pulses at an audio rate. Position modulation at 75 cps on the fourth (yaw) and fifth (pitch) pulses will cause the missile to yaw left and pitch down the maximum amount whereas position modulation of these pulses at 105 cps will cause the missile to yaw right and pitch up the maximum amount. Position modulation at 90 cps on the fourth and fifth pulses will cause zero deflection on the fins. The position modulation is detected by discriminators in the TS, and the resultant dc voltages are sent to the controller. Missile automatic gain control (AGC) is determined by the

AT SOME TIME BETWEEN T PLUS 45 AND T PLUS 60 SECONDS (DEPENDENT UPON THE SETTING OF DOPPLER TIMER #1 OBTAINED FROM THE FIRING TABLES) THE CONTROLLER CLOSES A SWITCH WHICH ENERGIZES THE RADIO BEACON FOR A PERIOD OF 15 SECONDS. DURING THIS 15 SECONDS TIME, THE RADIAL VELOCITY OF THE MISSILE IS MEASURED BY THE GROUND RADIO SET. WHEN THE REQUIRED VELOCITY IS ATTAINED, THE GROUND RADIO SET SENDS A SHUTOFF SIGNAL WHICH IS RECEIVED AND RELAYED BY THE RADIO BEACON TO CAUSE PROPELLANT SHUTOFF. SATISFACTORY CLOSURE OF THE PROPELLANT VALVE CLOSES A SWITCH WHICH OPERATES ACTUATOR B-3 (CHANGEOVER). WHEN B-3 IS OPERATED, RADAR PITCH COMMANDS ARE TERMINATED (GROUNDED), AND STABILITY CONTROL IS SWITCHED FROM GYROSCOPES TO ACCELEROMETERS.  

3. **Electronic Defense Laboratory's Electronic Countermeasures System.**

The EDL equipment briefly described below is housed in two SCR-584 radar vans, and, in fact, utilizes portions of the 584 radar equipment. (See Photos, Inclosure 2.) It should be emphasized that this equipment represents a laboratory model assembled for the purpose of testing certain ECM concepts and techniques. As such it should not be considered to be an ECM prototype system since no attempt is made to assure satisfactory operation under conditions other than those existing during this series of tests.

**A. Vertical Motion Detection Sub-System (VMD).** The EDL system intercepts and recognizes the Corporal missile by making use of the motion parameter of the missile beacon (Transponder Set - TS) signal. This is accomplished by performing a frequency search in conjunction with a fixed antenna configuration which allows the elevation angle of all signals occurring between 1° and 60° above the horizon to be measured and the resultant measured angle displayed versus the frequency at which they occur. Successive displays permit the singling out of any signal whose elevation angle increases with time at a rate characteristic of a ballistic missile. Proper functioning of the VMD depends only upon knowing the launcher azimuth to within ± 30° and the TS frequency to within ± 200 mc/s (future systems will have a greater frequency coverage). The outputs of this system are:

1. Recognition of the existence of the missile.
2. An estimate of when the signal reaches a predetermined elevation angle.
3. The frequency being intercepted.

**B. Passive Track Sub-System (PT).** The EDL system acquires and tracks the missile by using passive tracking techniques on the TS radiations. This sub-system is activated when the "VMD recognized" signal obtains the predetermined elevation angle. With the proper frequency also being transferred from the VMD, the passive tracker searches rapidly in azimuth until the same signal is detected and passive track is established. During the active phase, the received signals are analyzed to determine when a correlation exists between the active ECM and the received signals. The outputs of this system are:

1. Continuous azimuth and elevation to the missile.
2. Continuous monitoring of the TS prf.
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(3) 0.1 second pulse when correlation is observed.

c. Active ECM Sub-System (Pulse Jammer).

(1) The EDL system supplies an active ECM environment. This environment tends to deceive the missile guidance system by:

(a) Supplying erroneous commands and

(b) Causing the response of the missile TS to be erratic to the ground guidance radar interrogation.

(2) The latter in turn would cause the computer to compute erroneous commands to be sent to the missile. The effectiveness of this approach will increase as more information is obtained concerning:

(a) The limits within which all CORPORAL guidance radar transmission codes lie.

(b) The limits within which the actual command pulses are position modulated, and the modulation frequency.

(c) The characteristics of the ground guidance radar and computer system.

(3) This sub-system is alerted when the missile is acquired by the passive tracker system. The high gain transmitting antenna is positioned by the passive tracking antenna system. The output frequency is capable of being swept over a 200 mc range in a 5 second period and the spacing of the interrogation pulses being transmitted are changed rapidly in such a way that all possible CORPORAL pulse codes are transmitted several times in a 0.25 second interval. The Passive Tracker analysis equipment would, when the active ECM signal is interrogating the TS, send a 0.1 second pulse to stop the frequency sweep and pulse spacing variation. Thereafter, another pulse is added to the transmitter output in such a way that the missile TS will receive intermittent full-left commands. In addition, the PRF of the output signal is adjusted to cause the response of the missile TS to the guidance radar signal to vary in amplitude, thus interfering with the tracking of the guidance radar and with the computation of trajectory errors and corrective commands.
BOARD NR 4 CONARC  
REPORT OF PROJECT NR GM 551  

FORT BLISS, TEXAS  
NEGATIVE NR GM 170-1

PHOTO NR 1 -- BOARD NR 4 AND EDL EQUIPMENTS EMLACED NEAR HADC. LEFT TO RIGHT: AN/MPQ-18 AND DATA DISPLAY UNIT, ECM PULSE JAMMER, ECM INTERCEPT VAN (PASSIVE TRACKER AND VERTICAL MOTION DETECTOR), LAB AND WORK VAN (EDL), SCATTER INTERCEPT EQUIPMENT (NOT USED IN THIS TEST).
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PHOTO NR 2--EDL PULSE JAMMER VAN.
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PHOTO NR 3--PULSE JAMMER ANTENNA.
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PHOTO NR 4--PULSE JAMMER CONSOLE
INCLOSURE 2

FORT BLISS, TEXAS
NEGATIVE NR GM 170-4
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FORT BLISS, TEXAS
NEGATIVE NR GM 170-5

Photo Nr 5--EDL Intercept Van (passive track antenna on left, VMO antenna array on right).
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PHOTO NR 6--INTERCEPT VAN CONSOLE.

INCLOSURE 2
DETAILS OF TEST


A. Purpose. The purpose of this test was to:

(1) Determine whether or not the CORPORAL missile could be "captured" and commanded in-flight by certain EDL jamming equipment operating under optimum jamming conditions.

(2) Determine the effects of this jamming on the ground guidance station (GGS).

(3) Determine the effects of this jamming on the missile.

(4) Determine the ease with which this jamming may be accomplished.

(5) Provide a means of field testing EDL jamming equipment and techniques.

B. Conduct of Test. This test was conducted under optimum jamming conditions in that EDL knew the following:

(1) The exact pulse recurrence frequency (PRF) of the radar transmitter.

(2) The exact frequencies of the missile and radar set.

(3) The exact time of launching.

(4) The code used in the Transponder Set.

All other conditions may be considered as standard. Range silence was maintained on the radar and radar image frequencies. Voice communication was maintained between the EDL site near HADC and the Oro Grande CORPORAL FIRING AREA in the event either party needed to "hold" the firing.
C. RESULTS OF TEST. THE FOLLOWING IS A CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS INCLUDING THE ACTION TAKEN BY EDL AND SUBSEQUENT EFFECTS IN THE GROUND GUIDANCE STATION AND THE MISSILE.

1. X-5 MINUTES. THE GROUND RADAR BEGINS TO RADIATE TO THE MISSILE AND CONTINUES RADIATION UNTIL IMPACT. THE TRANSPONDER SET (TS) IN THE MISSILE REPLIES TO THE CODED PULSE GROUPS SENT FROM THE RADAR. EDL INTERCEPTS RADIATION EMITTED BY THE GROUND RADAR BUT TAKES NO ACTIVE ACTION.

2. T + 4.7 SECONDS.
   (a) EDL DETERMINES THE FREQUENCY OF THE TS USING THE VMD.
   (b) GGS. NO EFFECTS ARE NOTED.
   (c) MISSILE. CONTINUES ALONG NORMAL PROGRAMMED TRAJECTORY.

3. T + 5.5 SECONDS.
   (a) EDL. PASSIVE TRACKER (PT) GOES INTO "AUTOMATIC TRACK" AND REMAINS IN AUTOMATIC UNTIL IMPACT. PT DATA IS NOT YET USEABLE.
   (b) GGS. NORMAL OPERATION IS NOTED.
   (c) MISSILE. CONTINUES NORMAL PROGRAMMING.

4. T + 6.3 SECONDS.
   (a) EDL. PT LOCKS ON THE FREQUENCY OF THE TS.
   (b) GGS. NO CHANGES FROM NORMAL OPERATION ARE NOTED.
   (c) MISSILE. CONTINUES NORMAL PROGRAMMING.

5. T + 20 SECONDS.
   (a) EDL. PT DATA BECOMES SMOOTH.
   (b) GGS. NO CHANGES IN NORMAL OPERATION ARE NOTED.
   (c) MISSILE. CONTINUES NORMAL FLIGHT.

6. T + 21 SECONDS.
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(A) **EDL.** PT Antenna now tracking missile within + 10 mils. Data sent to the Pulse Jammer but no attempt to jam is made.

(B) **GGS.** No changes are noted from normal operation.

(C) **Missile.** Responds normally to all commands.

7) **T + 38.3 seconds.**

(A) **EDL.** Pulse Jammer is energized. Jamming begins with a "code probe" of three pulses at a PRF of 2201.5 pulse groups per second. Immediate code lock is obtained and is indicated by an increase in transponder response. (See Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graph B1-4.)

(B) **GGS.** No effect is noted.

(C) **Missile.** No abnormal effects other than an increase in transponder response.

8) **T + 38.35 seconds.**

(A) **EDL.** Jamming with groups of three pulses continues.

(B) **GGS.** Radar AGC and azimuth angular error voltage begin to fluctuate at approximately 4.1 cps rate. The automatic-aided relay in the radar range tracking system begins to chatter at 4.1 cps. Erroneous azimuth commands are generated as a result of this type of jamming (see Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graph C1-4, Chart 3, Graph C1-6 and Inclosure 5, Photos D1-1 and D1-2).

(C) **Missile.** No additional effects are noted.

9) **T + 40.2 seconds.**

(A) **EDL.** No change in jamming technique.

(B) **GGS.** No change in recorded indications.

(C) **Missile.** Fins begin to respond to erroneous commands received from the GGS.

10) **T + 41.5 seconds.**

(A) **EDL.** Recorded transponder response and code probe indications become intermittent (see Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graphs B1-4 and A1-1).
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(b) GGS. No changes in recorded indications.

c) MISSILES. No change in recorded indications.

11) T + 45.6 seconds.

(a) EDL. Jammer PRF is shifted to 14 75 pulse groups per second, and a fourth pulse is added to the group. The fourth pulse is position modulated at 72 cps so as to give the missile a "go left" command. Intermittent jamming and probing continues.

(b) GGS. Radar AGC begins to oscillate at approximately 10.2 cps. The automatic-aided relay in the radar range tracking system begins to chatter at approximately 10.2 cps. Azimuth angular error voltage continues to be erratic producing erratic and erroneous azimuth commands.

c) Missile. Recorded missile AGC increases approximately 3db indicating that the additional jamming pulse is being received.

12) T + 46.15 seconds.

(a) EDL. No change in jamming techniques.

(b) GGS. No change in recorded indications.

(c) Missile. Indication of a transient appears on the north and south (yaw) fins.

13) T + 46.6 seconds.

(a) EDL. No change in jamming techniques.

(b) GGS. No change in recorded indications.

(c) Missile. North and south fins move to hard go left position and become erratic following no set pattern.

14) T + 48.5 seconds.

(a) EDL. Jamming with four pulse groups continues (see Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graph A1-1).

(b) GGS. The automatic-aided relay in the radar range tracking system goes to automatic and remains in automatic until approximately T + 53 seconds. This indicates that the return signal from the missile became stronger; however, changes in 150 sine beta become more erratic causing more erratic (possibly erroneous) elevation commands to be generated (see Inclosure 4, Chart 4, Graph C1-7).
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(c) **MISSILE.** No change in recorded indications is noted.

(15) T = 52 seconds.

(a) **EDL.** Intermittent probe and jam continues.

(b) **GGS.** Indications are present of the radar antenna slewing in elevation. Azimuth error voltage measured by the ground station is near zero (DOVAP data shows the missile to be 28 meters to the left of the target line). A decrease in received signal strength is noted probably caused either by operator confusion in trying to maintain the target or by a poor return signal as a result of jamming.

(c) **MISSILE.** Fins continue to be erratic and respond predominantly to go left (see Inclosure 4, Chart 3, Graphs B1-6 and B1-7). Transponder response levels off at approximately 1000 pulses per second.

(16) T = 62.8 seconds.

(a) **EDL.** Intermittent probing and jamming continues with more jam time as opposed to probing time. Transponder response remains steady at approximately 620 pulses per second with occasional drops to approximately 200 pulses per second. PT receiver AGC good and steady (Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graph B1-4; Chart 5, Graph A1-2).

(b) **GGS.** Azimuth error voltage indicates the missile approximately 30 mils (°) to the left of the target line (DOVAP data places the missile 299 meters to the left or approximately 12.7 °). Radar was switched from "automatic" to "Remote" at T = 58.62 seconds as considerable difficulty was encountered trying to track the return pulse. This switching to tracker control caused saturated go right commands to be generated. Radar AGC is very poor (see Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graph C1-4; Chart 3, Graph C1-6; Chart 5, Graph C1-5).

(c) **MISSILE.** Yaw fins oscillating violently at a random rate in response to commands of opposite polarity from two separate sources.

(17) T = 72 seconds.

(a) **EDL.** No change in jamming techniques or recorded indications.

(b) **GGS.** Radar is in Remote and AGC is very poor (see Inclosure 4, Chart 5, Graph C1-5 and Inclosure 5, photos D1-3 and D1-1).

(c) **MISSILE.** During periods of jamming, the yaw fins assume a hard go left position whereas during periods of probing the fins oscillate violently (almost from stop to stop) at approximately 5 CPS.
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(18) $T + 78.6$ SECONDS.

(a) **EDL.** Transponder response becomes higher (approximately 1100 pulses per second), and more jamming time than probing time is noted. Average received signal strength (AGC indication) is very good (See Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graphs B1-4 and A1-1; Chart 5, Graph A1-2).

(b) **GGS.** Azimuth error voltage indicates that the missile is approximately $34.4$ ft to the left of the target line (DOVAP data places the missile approximately $23.9$ ft left).

(c) **MISSILE.** Yaw fins predominantly assume a go left position.

(19) $T + 104.5$ SECONDS.

(a) **EDL.** Jamming is constant with no probing signals being sent. Good return signal level and high transponder response is indicated (See Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graphs A1-1 and B1-4; Chart 5, Graphs A1-2).

(b) **GGS.** Radar is still in "Remote," but a poor return pulse is being received. Azimuth commands remain saturated to go right (See Inclosure 4, Chart 3, Graph C1-6).

(c) **MISSILE.** Predominate hard go left commands being received. Signal Data Converter is triggered by a signal received in the pitch channel (See Inclosure 4, Chart 2, Graph B1-1). This signal was not transmitted by the ground guidance station.

(20) $T + 107.5$ SECONDS.

(a) **EDL.** No change in jamming technique or recorded indications.

(b) **GGS.** Azimuth error voltage now indicates that the missile is approximately $38.2$ ft to the left of the target line (DOVAP data places the missile approximately $37.1$ ft left of the target line).

(c) **MISSILE.** Responds to hard go left commands (See Inclosure 4, Chart 3, Graph B1-6).

(21) $T + 114.54$ SECONDS.

(a) **EDL.** No change in jamming technique (See Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graphs A1-1 and B1-4; Chart 5, Graph A1-2).
(b) GGS. XM-3 Tracker loses the target, and the on-target light goes off (See Inclosure 4, Chart 2, Graph C1-3).

(c) Missile. Yaw fins remain at hard go left position.

(22) T + 11\frac{1}{2}.12 seconds.

(a) EDL. No change.

(b) GGS. Radar is switched from "Remote" to "Automatic." Azimuth commands change from saturated go right to saturated go left. Radar has essentially no return signal to track (See Inclosure 4, Chart 2, Graph C1-3; Chart 3, Graph C1-6; Chart 5, Graph C1-5).

(c) Missile. No change is noted in yaw fin positions.

AGC begins to rise (See Inclosure 4, Chart 5, Graph B1-5).

(23) T + 120.11 seconds.

(a) EDL. Boresight camera record reveals that the PT is tracking the missile within ± 2 mils.

(b) GGS. Radar is switched from "Automatic" to "Remote" (XM-3 tracker is not on target) and azimuth commands change from saturated go left to saturated go right .3 seconds later. Azimuth commands remain saturated go right for the remainder of the flight (See Inclosure 4, Chart 2, Graph C1-3; Chart 3, Graph C1-6).

(c) Missile. Yaw fin response begins to form a systematic pattern of hard go left deflection for a period of approximately five seconds followed by an approximate one and one-half second period of oscillations around zero degrees deflection. This pattern continues until approximately T + 170.5 seconds. AGC becomes steady after increasing approximately 3 db (See Inclosure 4, Chart 3, Graphs B1-6 and B1-7; Chart 5, Graph B1-5).

(24) T + 122.7 seconds.

(a) EDL. Transponder response changes from 1100 pulses per second to approximately 731 (PRF of radar) pulses per second. PT receiver AGC begins to decrease (See Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graph B1-4; Chart 5, Graph A1-2).

(b) GGS. Radar remains in "Remote" being controlled by the XM-3 tracker which is not on target. Azimuth commands remain saturated go right.
(c) **MISSILE.** No changes in recorded indications.

(25) \( T + 130.8 \text{ seconds} \).

(a) **EDL.** Transponder response is steady at approximately 1100 pulses per second. PT receiver AGC still decreasing. No change in jamming technique is made.

(b) **GGS.** Radar is switched from "Remote" to "Manual" and reports "Target Lost." Azimuth commands remain saturated go right. (See Inclosure 4, Chart 2, Graph C1-3; Chart 1, Graph C1-4).

(c) **MISSILE.** No changes in recorded indications are noted.

(26) \( T + 146.7 \text{ seconds} \).

(a) **EDL.** PT receiver AGC is very low. Transponder response is approximately 600 pulses per second (See Inclosure 4, Chart 5, Graph A1-2; Chart 1, Graph B1-4).

(b) **GGS.** Off target.

(c) **MISSILE.** No change in recorded indication. Continues to follow pattern described at \( T + 120.1 \) seconds.

(27) \( T + 148.3 \text{ seconds} \).

(a) **EDL.** Return signal level (AGC) higher and steady probably due to retuning the local oscillator in the PT receiver (See Inclosure 4, Chart 5, Graph A1-2).

(b) **GGS.** Off target.

(c) **MISSILE.** No change.

(28) \( T + 163.5 \text{ seconds} \).

(a) **EDL.** Return signal level (AGC) begins to decrease slowly. Transponder response changes from 1100 pps to 731 pps. (See Inclosure 4, Chart 5, Graph A1-2; Chart 1, Graph B1-4.)

(b) **GGS.** Off target.

(c) **MISSILE.** No change.
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(29) \( T + 170.5 \) seconds.

(A) EDL. No change in recorded indications.

(B) GGS. Off target.

(C) Missile. Yaw fins begin to fluctuate intermittently with the period between fluctuations decreasing (See Inclosure 4, Chart 3, Graphs B1-6 and B1-7).

(30) \( T + 206.5 \) seconds.

(A) EDL. PT receiver AGC is erratic. Probing signals are sent by the jammer. Transponder response changes from approximately 1200 pps to approximately 100 pps (See Inclosure 4, Chart 5, Graph A1-2; Chart 1, Graphs A1-1 and B1-4).

(B) GGS. Off target.

(C) Missile. All fins appear to be compensating for roll.

(31) \( T + 209.0 \) seconds.

(A) EDL. Jamming signals sent by jammer. Transponder response changes from 100 pps to approximately 1200 pps. PT receiver AGC very low (See Inclosure 4, Chart 1, Graphs A1-1 and B1-4; Chart 5, Graphs A1-2).

(B) GGS. Off target.

(C) Missile. AGC very low (more than -30 dBm). All fins settle out with small oscillations between zero and 2 degrees deflection.

(32) \( T + 215.11 \) seconds. Missile impact 7010 meters left; 7287 meters over.

D. Analysis of Results. Reference to paragraph 1c, this inclosure, the following analysis is presented. To facilitate rapid correlation between events, reference will be made to \( T + t \) times.

(1) \( T + 38.35 \) seconds.

(A) The fluctuation of ground radar AGC, azimuth angular error signal, and erratic operation of the auto aided relay is caused by
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THE INABILITY OF THE GROUND RADAR TO RECEIVE THE MISSILE TRANSPONDER PULSE FOR APPRECIABLE PERIODS OF TIME. RECURRENCE RATE OF THESE PERIODS IS ABOUT FIVE (5) CPS. FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THIS CONDITION ARE:

1. Transponder pulse width.
2. Transponder recovery time.
3. Rate at which the transponder is being interrogated.
4. Pulse recurrence frequency of the ground radar.
5. Width of narrow gate which gates the input circuitry of the ground radar automatic elevation tracking unit.
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(c) The input circuitry to the azimuth and elevation tracking system is gated to insure that only those transponder pulses caused by ground radar interrogation will enter the azimuth and elevation tracking system (reference paragraph 1A, Inclosure 1, Radar Set AN/MQ-25). This gate is open between approximately 5 micro seconds before the expected transponder return pulse and 5 micro seconds after expected transponder return pulse. In the event a transponder pulse caused by jammer interrogation arrives at the input of the azimuth and elevation tracking unit after the gate has opened up and before the expected return pulse, slant range measurement is affected, range measurement is a function of time (see photos D 11-1, Inclosure 5), and azimuth and elevation data is affected because the radar antenna beam may be displaced from the missile (due to conical scan rotation) by as much as 1 ft. These errors are small however, in comparison to the errors caused by loss, at the ground radar, of transponder signals for relatively long periods of time. During these periods no error signal is present in the tracking system and error measurement voltage goes to zero. As a result azimuth angular error ($\phi$), elevation error, elevation commands, and azimuth commands increase and decrease sinusoidally at approximately 4 cps.

(d) Erroneous commands developed as described above are transmitted to and acted upon by the missile.

(2) $T + 45.8$ seconds. Changing jammer PRF from approximately 2200 cps to approximately 1475 cps caused the same results as discussed above except that the frequency of oscillation in radar AGC, auto-aided relay and azimuth angular error is now approximately 10 cps (1475 cps equals twice radar PRF plus approximately 10 cps). Addition of a fourth pulse to the jammer pulse group at this time gives the jammer the ability to command the missile in yaw (see paragraph 2, Inclosure 1 CORPORAL Missile Internal Guidance System). The "go left" commands sent to the missile by the jammer override any commands the ground radar might develop to correct this condition because the transponder is interrogated by the jammer at a much greater rate than by the ground radar (see discussion under $T + 38.35$ seconds).

(3) $T + 46.6$ seconds. North and South fins move to hard go left position because of jammer commands and are somewhat erratic since ground radar commands try to correct this condition for relatively short periods of time.

(4) $T + 48.5$ seconds. The stronger signals received by the ground radar make tracking less difficult. However, the received signal is not at the expected time and errors are caused by displacement of the radar antenna beam from the missile due to conical scan (see discussion under $T + 38.35$ seconds).
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(5) T + 104.5 seconds. The range correction polarity pulse received by the missile is believed to have been caused by the 5th ground radar pulse being in coincidence with the fourth jammer pulse. The fourth jammer pulse was modulated at 720 psv command causing a positive polarity pulse. This polarity pulse started the timers which terminate azimuth command and cause range correction maneuver start.

(6) T + 130.3 seconds. Switching the ground radar to "manual" caused erroneous commands to be sent to the missile. Ordinarily the PRF would have been dropped out prior to this, preventing the missile from receiving these commands. However, under conditions of jamming such as existed at this time, the fail safe relay in the missile is being kept open by the jammer and switching ground radar to PRF dropout would not prevent ground radar commands from being received by the missile.

   A. Purpose. The purpose of this test was to:

   (1) Determine whether or not the CORPORAL missile could be"captured" and commanded in flight by certain EDL jamming equipment operating under near simulated combat conditions.

   (2) Determine the effects of this jamming on the ground guidance station (GGS).

   (3) Determine the effects of this jamming on the missile.

   (4) Determine the ease with which this jamming may be accomplished.

   (5) Provide a means of field testing certain EDL equipment and jamming techniques.

   B. Conduct of Test.

   (1) This test was conducted under normal conditions in as much as the information known by EDL was limited. EDL was aware that a CORPORAL missile would be fired from approximately the same area as II U-13 sometime after 1800 hours. EDL was not given the following information:

   (A) Pulse Recurrence Frequency (PRF) which was changed to 853 pulse groups per second for this flight.
(b) The frequencies of all radiating elements. These were not changed from the firing of 11 U-13.

(c) The launching time.

(d) The code used in the Transponder Set.

(2) Voice communication was maintained between the EDL Supervisor at HADC and the Co-Co Grande CORPORAL Firing Area in the event an equipment breakdown or cancellation of firing occurred. Range silence was maintained on the radar and radar image frequencies.

(c) Results of Test. The following is a chronological sequence of events including the action taken by EDL and subsequent effects on the Ground Guidance Station and the missile.

(1) X-4 minutes. The ground radar begins to radiate to the missile and continues radiation until impact. The Transponder Set in the missile receives the coded pulse groups and transmits a tracking pulse to the radar. EDL intercepts the radiation emitted by the radar, but does not take active countermeasures.

(2) T + 0 seconds. Tailbreak.

(3) T + 5 seconds.

(A) EDL. Receives first indication of missile signal intercept using automatic frequency detection.

(b) GGS. No effects are noted.

(c) Missile. Begins to program normally.

(4) T + 5.8 seconds.

(A) EDL. PT output positioning data is bad. Transponder response indicates PT Receiver is receiving approximately 900 pulses per second modulated at 26 cps. AGC is erratic (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graph B11-4; Chart 10, Graph A11-2).

(b) GGS. No effects are noted.

(c) Missile. Continues to program normally.

(5) T + 21.0 seconds.
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(A) EDL. No change in recorded indications.

(B) GGS. Radar begins to transmit commands to the missile (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graph CII-6; Chart 9, Graph CII-7).

(c) Missile. "Commands in" actuator B-1, in the controller fails to operate preventing radar (and jamming) commands from passing through the controller to the fins (See Inclosure 4, Chart 7, Graph B II-1).

(6) T + 34.5 seconds.

(A) EDL. PT output positioning data is good and is sent to the pulse jammer. PT received signal level (AGC) very weak but steady and usable (See Inclosure 4, Chart 10, Graph A11-2).

(b) GGS. No effects are indicated.

(c) Missile. Continues to follow an unguided trajectory.

(7) T + 38.3 seconds.

(A) EDL. The pulse jammer is energized; and probing in both frequency and code begins. Code probe consists of a group of three pulses at a PRF of 2192 pulse groups per second.

(b) GGS. No effects are indicated.

(c) Missile. No change.

(8) T + 40 seconds.

(A) EDL. First indication of code lock is present. Recordings indicate intermittent code probe and lock (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graph A11-1).

(b) GGS. No effects are indicated.

(c) Missile. No change.

(9) T + 41.5 seconds.

(A) EDL. No change in recorded indications.

(b) GGS. First indication of jamming is noted. Azimuth angular error becomes more erratic causing azimuth commands to be erratic (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graph CII-6; Inclosure 5, Photos DII-1).
(c) **MISSILE**. Does not respond to guidance commands but continues along an unguided trajectory.

(10) \( T + 44.3 \) \text{ seconds}.

(a) **EDL**. Increase in PT receiver AGC is noted (see Inclosure 4, Chart 10, Graph AII-2).

(b) **GGS**. No change in recorded indications.

(c) **MISSILE**. No change.

(11) \( T + 49.8 \) \text{ seconds}.

(a) **EDL**. Sudden increase in Transponder Response is present (see Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graph BII-4), also code lock is maintained during this period of time.

(b) **GGS**. Azimuth angular error and azimuth commands become more erratic.

(c) **MISSILE**. No change.

(12) \( T + 59.92 \) \text{ seconds}.

(a) **EDL**. Sudden short increase in Transponder Response is present (see Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graph BII-4).

(b) **GGS**. No appreciable change in azimuth angular error voltage is present. Azimuth commands are saturated "go left".

(c) **MISSILE**. No change.

(13) \( T + 60.21 \) \text{ seconds}.

(a) **EDL**. Transponder Response returns to approximately 900 pulses per second (see Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graph BII-4).

(b) **GGS**. Azimuth commands are slightly more erratic, however are essentially saturated "go left" (see Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graph CII-6).

(c) **MISSILE**. Very small yaw fin movement is detected. The movement is to the left and is coincident with commands from the GGS.
(14) $T + 85.0$ seconds.

(A) EDL. Intermittent probe and lock continues. Manual frequency tuning is being employed. PT received signal level is steady. Transponder response remains steady (see Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graphs A11-1 and B11-4; Chart 10, Graph A11-2).

(B) GGS. Very small changes are indicated in the azimuth angular error voltage, but azimuth commands remain saturated "go left" (see Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graph C11-6).

(C) Missile. Yaw fin recordings indicate a slight yaw left position. Missile to AGC begins to come out of saturation (see Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graphs B11-5 and B11-7; Chart 10, Graph B11-5).

(15) $T + 105.0$ seconds.

(A) EDL. Intermittent probing and jamming continues (see Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graph A11-1).

(B) GGS. Erratic indications are present in the elevation error channel. Range tracking appears to be unsteady (rough). Azimuth angular error is only slightly erratic; however, azimuth commands are still saturated "go left."

(C) Missile. No change in recorded indications.

(16) $T + 114.0$ seconds.

(A) EDL. Sharp drop in PT receiver AGC is present (see Inclosure 4, Chart 10, Graph A11-2).

(B) GGS. No change in recorded indications.

(C) Missile. No change in recorded indications.

(17) $T + 122.74$ seconds.

(A) EDL. PT receiver AGC is steady.

(B) GGS. Range correction commands are being transmitted to the missile.

(C) Missile. Range correction commands are received by the missile (see Inclosure 4, Chart 7, Graph B11-1).
(18) \( T + 124.4 \) seconds.

- **EDL.** Pulse jammer locks in solid. Transponder response increases to approximately 2,000 pulses per second (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graphs B11-1 and B11-4).

- **GGS.** Azimuth angular error becomes very erratic. Azimuth commands change from saturated go left to saturated go right. Radar AGC decreases slightly (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graph C11-6; Chart 10, Graph C11-5).

- **MISSILE.** Yaw fins change from approximately 2 degrees yaw left to 0 degrees yaw (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graphs B11-6 and B11-7).

(19) \( T + 130.8 \) seconds.

- **EDL.** Four pulse jamming begins (the fourth pulse is position modulated at 72 cps in order to produce a go left command in the missile). Jammer PRF is reduced from 2192 pulse groups per second to 1475 pulse groups per second. Jamming becomes intermittent. Transponder response decreases to approximately 731 pulses per second with occasional rises to approximately 1200 pulses per second (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graphs A11-1 and B11-4).

- **GGS.** Azimuth angular error changes direction. Azimuth commands change from saturated go right to saturated go left. Radar AGC begins to increase slightly (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graph C11-4; Chart 8, Graph C11-6; Chart 10, Graph C11-5).

- **MISSILE.** Beacon AGC begins to decrease slightly. Yaw fins move to approximately 2 degrees yaw left.

(20) \( T + 159.2 \) seconds.

- **EDL.** Jammer locks in solid for approximately 1.5 seconds. Transponder response increases to approximately 1400 pulses per second during this period.

- **GGS.** Azimuth angular error changes direction. Azimuth commands change from saturated go left to saturated go right. Indications of erratic range tracking (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graph C11-6, and Inclosure 5, Photos B11-2).

- **MISSILE.** Yaw fins respond to saturated commands to a limited degree (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graphs B11-6 and B11-7). Missile Beacon AGC becomes steady (See Inclosure 4, Chart 10, Graph B11-5).
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(21) T + 178.5 to 202.1 seconds.

(A) Jammer establishes solid lock. Transponder response increases to approximately 1400 pulses per second (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graphs A11-1 and B11-4).

(B) GGS. Azimuth commands saturate intermittently in both directions. Azimuth angular error becomes very erratic. Radar AGC is very erratic. PRF is dropped out at T + 188.7 seconds. Radar is switched from automatic to manual at T + 199.8 seconds (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graph C11-6; Chart 10, Graph C11-5; Chart 7, Graph C11-3).

(C) Missile. Yaw fins indicate a slight movement in response to hard go right command. Pitch fins move to execute range correction maneuver at T + 197.0 seconds. Missile Beacon AGC is extremely erratic (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graphs B11-6 and B11-7; Chart 10, Graph B11-5).

(22) T + 202.1 seconds.

(A) EDL. Jamming becomes intermittent. PT receiver AGC decreases (indicating a weak received signal). Transponder response decreases to approximately 400 pulses per second (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graphs A11-1 and B11-4; Chart 10, Graph A11-2).

(B) GGS. Azimuth angular error changes direction. Azimuth commands are saturated to go left.

(C) Missile. No change in recorded indications.

(23) T + 204.9 seconds.

(A) EDL. Jammer established solid lock until near impact. PT receiver AGC increases and remains nearly constant until impact. Transponder response increases to approximately 1500 pulses per second, but is very erratic until impact (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graphs A11-1 and B11-4; Chart 10, Graph A11-2).

(B) GGS. Azimuth commands are saturated go right until impact. Radar AGC indicates a fair return signal level. PRF is switched "in" and remains in until impact (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graph C11-6; Chart 10, Graph C11-5; Chart 7, Graph C11-3).

(C) Missile. Yaw fins indicate very small response to commands. Pitch fins move to complete the range correction maneuver. Missile Beacon AGC decreases indicating a decrease in received signal level (See Inclosure 4, Chart 8, Graphs B11-6 and B11-7; Chart 10, Graphs B11-5).

(24) T + 213.99 seconds.
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(a) EDL. Jammer begins to probe. PT receiver AGC falls to zero. Transponder response decreases to approximately 400 pulses per second, the lowest calibrated level (See Inclosure 4, Chart 6, Graphs AII-1 and BII-4; Chart 10, Graph AII-2).

(b) GGS. Azimuth commands are saturated go right. Radar AGC disappears.

(c) Missile. The missile impacts 2714 meters right and 749 meters short of the intended target.

D. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS. Reference is made to Paragraph 2c, this inclosure. The following analysis is presented where necessary. To facilitate rapid correlation of events, reference will be made to T + times.

(1) T + 21.0 seconds. The "Commands In" actuator B-1 (located in the controller of the missile) is a motor driven device connected to two wire wound potentiometers and necessary telemetering and polarity reversing switches. Within two seconds after being energized, actuator B-1 will drive the contact arms of the two yaw and pitch command potentiometers admitting yaw and pitch dc signals from the Transponder set into the yaw and pitch modulators in the controller. Definite failure of this unit is indicated as no telemetering blip is received, and no commands are seen on all fin recordings prior to shutoff. The most obvious possibility of failure is that the actuator motor jammed.

(2) T + 40 seconds. Intermittent code probe at this time and later inflight, indicate that EDL was having difficulty interrogating the transponder. This is believed to have been caused by the malfunction mentioned in Paragraph 5c, Basic Letter.

(3) T + 59.92 seconds. Ground radar yaw commands are predominantly "go left" from about T + 40 seconds to about T + 12h seconds. The missile could not respond to these commands (See discussion under T + 21 seconds).

(4) T + 60.21 seconds. Yaw fin movements at this time are probably a result of actuator B-1 turning a small amount allowing a small portion of the dc signal to be picked off. The turning of actuator B-1 could have been caused by vibration during shutoff of the missile motor (See discussion under T + 21 seconds).

(5) T + 105.0 seconds. During this time (approximate time for Range Correction) the elevation error and slant range measurement are erratic. Range correction command, BX1, is computed near midtrajectory.
FROM ERRORS IN MISSILE VELOCITY, SLANT RANGE, ELEVATION ANGLE, AND RATE OF CHANGE OF ELEVATION ANGLE. RANGE CORRECTION COMMAND normally indicates the expected range error at impact provided the remainder of missile flight is undisturbed by guidance command, or received signals external to the missile \( 6t = A\Delta R + B\sin\beta + C\sin^2\beta + D \). A, B, C, and D are constants set to precalculated values taken from the CORPORAL FIRING tables. The recorded value of \( \Delta R_F \) = 150 \( \sin\beta \), and time at which RC velocity was reached all indicate negative range errors at impact were anticipated. The missile position at this time, as seen by the ground radar, was in error by an appreciable amount. However, based on the missile position and velocity errors seen by the Ground Guidance System, the system should have computed and transmitted to the missile a "go long" command of approximately 914 meters. Actual command computed, and acted upon by the missile, was a "go short" command of approximately 812 meters. Range correction velocity was reached about 3 seconds earlier than expected and the recorded slant range error \( \Delta R_F \) was saturated in a positive direction. Normally a voltage limiting network in the Radar \( R_0 \) Range Unit limits the value of \( \Delta R_F \) to 10 volts under the above condition. A possible malfunction of the voltage limiting network in the Radar \( R_0 \) Range Unit caused the value of \( \Delta R_F \) to be approximately 4.17 volts when range correction velocity was reached by the missile. The error in \( \Delta R_F \) at this time caused the range correction command \( 6x1 \) to be in error in both polarity and amplitude.
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Photo Nr DI-1--Normal Pulse Received from missile.
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PHOTO NR DI-2--THREE CONSECUTIVE PHOTOS SHOWING RETURN PULSE DURING THREE PULSE JAMMING.
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FORT BLISS, TEXAS
NEGATIVE NR GM 170-9

Photo Nr D1-3---Three consecutive photos showing return pulse during four pulse jamming.
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Photo Nr D11-1: Four consecutive photos during three pulse jamming. Note baselining and shift in range in numbers 3 and 4.
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PHOTO NR D11-2--FOUR CONSECUTIVE PHOTOS DURING FOUR PULSE JAMMING.
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